Government of Bihar Signs MoU with Megasoft to Enhance IT
Services with Cloud Technologies
Hyderabad – March 16, 2017
Megasoft Limited, a leading technology company, announced today, the award of cloud-enabled solution & services contract by the Bihar State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. (BELTRON). The
state Government of Bihar, through BELTRON, plans to establish state-of-the-art cloud computing
facility for use by its various e-Governance programs and other IT-driven initiatives.
The cloud-enabled State Data Centre (SDC) named ‘Bihar Cloud’ is one of the important elements for
supporting initiatives of National e-Governance Plan (NeGP). The primary purpose of the cloud
computing solution is to establish a viable ‘Private’ cloud environment for use by the various
e-Governance applications of Bihar.
Megasoft, acclaimed for its sophisticated cloud deployments, will provide state-of-the-art
infrastructure and technology solution and services to address various needs of multiple line
departments within the state that come under the purview of Bihar Cloud. While the solution is
focused primarily on Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), other services such as Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS), Data-as-a-Service (DaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) will complement and be deployed on
top of the basic IaaS services.
Rahul Singh, Managing Director, BELTRON said, “In the past, applications and websites of state
departments were hosted on diﬀerent servers. In such a scenario, introduction of a new application or
website required all other applications and websites to be brought down. With ‘Bihar Cloud’, suﬃcient
space will be allocated to various state Government departments based on their requirements. The
unique feature of this project is that the cloud-based implementation will also further strengthen the
security aspect of all the applications. The inauguration of the solution is planned shortly”.
G V Kumar, CEO & Managing Director of Megasoft said, “Virtualization and the cloud mean much more
than mere consolidation. Our Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) solution will not only ease BELTRON’s
infrastructure management eﬀorts but also provide them the ability to automatically scale-up or
scale-down services hosted in the cloud, based on user demand. By addressing the systems and
information technology needs from a holistic perspective, our delivery model will ensure that
BELTRON implements ‘Bihar Cloud’ in the most eﬀective manner”.

Megasoft cloud-enabled solution is agnostic to the underlying hardware, storage, network and
operating system. Besides enabling end customers to automatically provision services via a web
portal it provides service assurance for maintenance & operations activities performed by the users.

About BELTRON
Bihar State Electronics Development Corporation Ltd. (BELTRON) is the nodal agency of the
Bihar state working towards promotion & implementation of IT and e-Governance. It is the
single-point of access to any IT business opportunity in Bihar and encourages various
players in the ﬁeld of IT to come forward and invest in the state.
BELTRON is committed to generate IT business for the public / private sector with a mandate
from the Government to develop IT in the state. This includes opportunities for software
development, supply of hardware & peripherals, networking and connectivity, web a
pplications, e-commerce, IT training and an entire gamut of direct and indirect IT businesses.
To know more, please visit www.beltron.in

About Megasoft (BSE: 532408 / NSE: MEGASOFT) [CIN:
L72200TN1999PLC042730]
Megasoft, founded in 1994, is a Public Limited Company quoted on the stock exchange of India (MGSF).
Over two decades of our journey so far covers numerous industry verticals across exciting growth markets
such as the US, Latin America, Asia, Europe, Middle East & Africa. Our global operations and local presence
has helped us work with several Fortune 500 companies.
The company has strong solution engineering, development and specialist managed services
capabilities. Megasoft has oﬃces in Hyderabad & Chennai in India, USA, Malaysia and Mexico. Additional
information about Megasoft is available at www.megasoft.com.
For more information, please contact marketing@megasoft.com.

